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CANADA MOBILISES WORKERS

No man or woman in Canada will be allowed to take up employment

anywhere in the country "without official approval after to-day.

This order was issued in Ottawa by the Department of National

Service.

The Director of National Service, nr, Elliott Little, stated

in an official announcement "It is not the intention of the Govern-

ment to freeze Canadians out of employment,"

He went on to explain "men or women still have the right to

seek anywhere for work and an employer is entitled to pick whatever

employees he wants but the employee cannot work, likewise the

employer will be unable to engage anyone, without approval of tho

local officer,"

"This order will enable the government to control the labour

market and guide it into channels where it can give a. greater
contribution to winning this fight,"

"he have got to the stage where we must carefully measure our

man power on a-priority basis, just an materials have to be rationed,"

The labour market mil be controlled in each district by a

selective service officer appointed by the governmont, and the Canadian

Minister of Munitions end Supply, (estimated in the House of Commons that

800,000 persons will bo affected by the new order,

This mobilization of workers is announced simultaneously with the

raising of the call up age extension from 30 to 33 for home service.

The Canadian man-power pool already provides about 500,000 for

armed forces, Then the demands of the agricultural and wan industries

are included, this pool provides 3,000,000 - about one sixth of

Canada 1
s women are already engaged in the production and construction

of defence projects and essential services.

Mentioning these figures Hr, Howe commented "That's a tight

manpower situation for a country with a population loss than 12,000,000.
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